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Abstract - Fine euhedral banding of zircon is usually considered to be associated with magmatic crystallization processes. This is 
commonly true. but it can also be generated by solid-state replacement along bands in previously more homogeneous crystals. 
Zircons from the: Neoproterozoic Cambai Complex in southernmost Brazil show abundant evidence to ~uppon solid-stale replacement. 
Investigations of more than 135 lircnn crystals by Electron Probe Microanal~si s and Electron Backscattering techniques show that 

the solid-state replacement proce5S begins along fractures and expands to broad irregular patches. even fonning younger nucleii in 
some crystals. The replacement continues along crystanogrnpbicat1~·conlJuHed bands. enhancing and resembling fine oscillatory 
igneous zoning. Microprobe anal~scs indicate that modified zones are enriched in Y. U and Th in most BSE-brigbt bands. but in Hf 
in some others. The lighter (in BSE) pans in the core arc te~turnt1~ ~nungcr than the more homogeneous rims. The mechanisms 
involvoo include infiltration along frnclures and defect sites and fluid-aided volume diffusion in less defective ponions. 

Key words - zircon. metamorphism. zoning. banding. geochemistry. 

INTRODUCTION 

The internal structu re of z ircon crystals 
ranges from simple to complex. Zircons crystallized 
in a magma are commonly zoned, with fine euhedral 
zoning preserving the record of a complex evolution 
between crystallizing solid and liq uid. Such regular 
zoning may extend from the innermost portions to 
the outermost rim of a crystal. Investigations by 
Vavra (1990,1994), Halden & Hawthorne (1993), 
Benisek & Finger ( 1993) and Vavra et af. (1996) 
are wcll-documented studies of the internal 
morphology of zircon crystals . 

Metamorphism can also recrystallize zircon 
grains or generate new ones . In extreme granulite
facies conditions, grains can appear homogeneous 
under the microscope or even in BSE images 
(Bert rand et al. 1992). 

More complex si tuations may emerge under 
different natural conditions. For instance, partial melting 
of older crust followed by crystall ization of the granitic 
melt may show zircons with an old homogeneous 
nucleus rimmed by finely zoned euhedral portions 

(Hanchar & Miller 1993) or an igneous, fi nely zoned 
core may be rimmed by a homogeneous metamorphic 
mantle (Pup in 1992). 

Commonly a fine euhcdral banding of zircon 
is attribUied to magmatic crystallization. Th is 
inlerpretation is true for many zircons, but it is the 
purpose of this article \0 show examples where short
circuit and latt ice diffus ion generated cuhedral bands 
in previously chemically more homogeneous crystals. 
We also show that cores can be chemically modified 
and investigate further the sealing of fractures previously 
desc ribed by Hartmann ef af. (1997) . 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES 

Four zircon crystals were selected for detailed 
elec tron probe m icro-analys is (EPMA) and 
back scattered electron (BSE) studies out of a total of 
130 crystals investigated in six rock samples previously 
studied by Leite et af. ( 1998) with Sens itive High 
Resolution Ion Micro Probe (SHRIMP) and BSE 
images. Nearly all grains show the textural aspects 
described in this paper, but the selected grains are 

Em re~pcito ao meio ambicnlc. este numero foi impresso em pape] branqucado por processo parcialmeme isento dc cloro (EeF) 
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particularly helpful for the demonstration of the 
processes involved. Crystal I comes from a mafic meta
tonalite (RS-33-1), crystals 2 and 3 from a meta
trondhjemite (J L- III 0) and crystal 4 from an 
amphibolite (JL-113) . Fracture sealing in zircon crystals 
from this same meta-tonalite (RS-33- 1) was previously 
described by Hartmann el al. (1997). All samples belong 
to thc Cambaf Complex of Neoproterozoic age in 
Southernmost Brazil (lost & Hanmann 1984; Babinski el 

af. 1996). They are part of the Cerro Mantiqueiras 
Ophiolite, strongly affected by defomlation during middle 
amphibolitc facies-grade metamorphism. Lower 
amphibolitc facies retrogression is observed along shear 
zones, and some greenschist-facies overprint is also prescnt; 
low temperature thermal effects of the Lavras granite are 
also observed. 

Rock samples and zircon crystals show evidence 
of magmatic crystallization and regional metamorphism 
which were dated by Leite el af. (1998) in the age range 
750-700 Ma with the zircon SHRIMP UlPb method. This 
is the Sao Gabricl Orogeny of the Brasiliano Cycle. The 
four crystals discussed in the present work were also dated 
with one SHRIMP spot each, all of which plot close to 
concordia with less than 10 % discordance. The magmatic 
age of the tonalite was determined on six zircon crystals 
by Leite el af. (1998) at about 750 Ma. Three massive 
zircons with subrounded pyramidal terminations are 
concordaJ1l (% conc. <10%) and yield an age of about 
700 Ma, interpreted as the age of regional metamorphism. 
It is significant that Remus et af. (1999) dated the volcanic 
eruption of the calc-alkaline andesitic Campestre Fonnation 
(50 km to the north of the studied area) at about 756 Ma 
and the regional metamorphism of this sequence at about 
700 Ma. The magmatic and metamorphic ages are the 
same in these two infracrustal and supracrustal units of 
the Sao Gabriel Block. 

Crystal I was selected after examination of 35 
crystals by BSE imaging from more than 300 crystals 
initially observed under the optical microscope. Crystals 2 
and 3 were selected out of 35 crystals evaluated by BSE 
imaging from a total of 312 crystals separdted from this 
rock. Crystal 4 was selected after BSE imaging of 27 
crystals from a total population of over 300 crystals from 
this rock sample, in which many crystals are broken. 

EXPERIMEI\'TAL 

EPMA analyses were pclfonned in a CAMECA 
SX-50 at "Centro de Estudos em Petrologia e Geoqufmica, 
Instituto de Geociencias, Universidade Federal do Rio 
Grande do Sui, Brasil". One set of elements (U, Hf and 
Y) was selected 10 detemline the spalial distribution of 
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the elements in some banded region'> as secn in BSE images 
because some of them are fairly abundant in zircon, 
whereas spatial profiles of anOlher set of elements (U, Th 
and Pb) were also analyzed in order 10 relate their 
distribution with geochronological studies previously 
perfomled in these crystals. 

Backscanering electron images (BSE) were all 
acquired with the following experimental conditions: 
accelerating voltage of 15 kY and current of 10 nA. 
Images were collected on Polaroid 55 paper and 
scanned. Re-polishing of crystal 2 was succeeded by 
the making of a new BSE image and profile analyses 
for U, Th and Pb. 

Spaced profiles across banded regions and 
fractures observed in BSE images used 25 kY for the 
accelerating voltage of the electron beam, current of 10 
nA and I Jlm diameter size beam. The profiles were 
acquired by moving the electron beam in steps of 0.5 
Jlm in order to smooth the profiles. Lines used were 
Ma for U, Th and Pb and La for Y and Hf. 

In order to transform the intensity of X-ray 
emission from each element to its concentration, 
characteristic X-ray emission lines were acquired in chosen 
points of the crystals and the quantification was made by 
supposing a linear relation between the concentrdtion in 
the sample and in a standard. In the selected points, the 
characteristic emission lines for Hf, Y. Th, Pb and U were 
acquired using 25 k V, 100 nA and 50 sec per A with steps 
of 0.0002 (in sin 9). lntensities for each element from the 
spot scan in the samples were compared with the same 
emission lines obtained from a known standard, using the 
same experimental conditions. No matrix corrections were 
used to delennine the concenrration in weight percent. 
Precision and accumcy of the results are approximately 
+/- 10% (Is). Standards used were synthetic UOl' ThO, 
PbS and different synthetic glasses for U, Th. Pb. Hf and 
Y. It is important to emphasize that more than one standard 
was used for each element and the linear relation assumed 
was first used to compare results between standards, 
showing good agreement for the known concentrations 
(-10 wt%). Profiles A

l
• Bl and Cl in crystal 2 for Th and 

Pb are shown in counts in figure 6 and not as wt% lx=cause 
Pb is near the detection limit and Th presents some 
uncertainties to generalize the values for intensity of 
background which shows deviations from point to point. 

One hundred and eighty six spot analyses were 
made on 130 zircon crystals (Leite el al. 1998)) for U
Pb-Th isotopes at SHRIMP II facilities at Curtin 
University in Western Australia, following the 
procedures described by Compston el (If. (1984) and 
more recently stated by Smith el al. ( 1998). Only the 
general age of 750-700 Ma is used in this paper. because 



the magmatic crystallization and the metamorphic 

recrystallization occurred in a short time period of about 
50 million years. The samc SHRIMP mounts were used 
for EPMA studies in Brazil after re-polishing and carbon 
coating. 

BSEOBSERVATIONS 

Figures I , 2 and 3 are represcntative BSE 
images from a large set of images of zircon crystals 
from the three rock samples. Observation of these 
images shows that fmctures are scaled in several zircon 
grains and that a bright signal is usually observed around 
the scaled regions. In addition. fine euhedral banding 
appears in cores and even in rims of the grains and 
bright bands start at the end of fractures. Below, we 
expand these observations. 

The sealing of fractures described by Hanmann 
etal. (1997) is present in nearly all I 30 crystals observed 
in the BSE images and is further demonstrated in figure I 
where crystal I shows seveml fractures panly or totally 
scaled by lighter gray zircon. Looked at in more detail (a 
in Fig. I A), this fracture is sealed, although a ghost of the 
fracture can still be observed passing through the center 
of the very bright BSE signal (0 in Fig. IC). Fmcturesb, 
c and d in figure IC temlinate against bright (in BSE) 
portions (as seen in Fig. I A) and arc thus interpreted as 
entirely sealed at the two ends. 

This sealing may expand away from the fractures 
to occupy a large central pan ofthc crystals. This structure 
resembles and may be misidentified for an older core. 
Crystal I in figure I shows two such cores. The cores 
occupy a large volume of the grain, about 70%. One core 
is rounded and the other triangular in shape. The cores 
appear light gray in the BSE image, and may present some 
remnants of the older darker gray homogeneous cryst.al 
as seen. for instance. in point b of figure I A. As secn in 
point c of figure I A and point e of figure I B, light gray 
material also occurs as a thin band close 10 the outemlost 
rim, which may be generated by the same or by an 
unidentified process. The lower triangular core is 
continuous with the sealed fmcrure along a seam (sealed 
fracture) on poinljoffigure I B. This scam is interpreted 
as a physical link between the scaled fracture and the new 
core: the presence of the bridge is understood as the path 
followed by the fluids as they entered the crystal and 
reached the core. The BSE images arc of course a two
dirrensional section ofthccomplex three-dimensional army 
of interconnecting fractures, which served as pathways 
for the modification of the structure and composition of 
the crystal. 
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Many crystals from the Cambaf Complex also 
show fineeuhedral banding in core regions. This would 
be commonly imerpreted as a texture originated by 
igneous crystallization, followed by metamorphic 
homogenization of the rim. We propose an alternative 
description for the investigated crystals. 

The formation of the fine eu hedral banding 
was interrupted in crystals 2 and 3 (Fig. 2). In figures 

2A and 2B, a remant homogeneous rim I 0-20 ~m 
thick is preserved along the lower and right side of the 

crystal. In figure 2A. a mineral inclusion 20 ~m long 
straddles the boundary between the zoned and the 
unzoned portions of the zircon, indicating that the 
indusion was present before the formation of the 
zoning. At point a in figures 2A and 2B, diffusion 
modified old zircon imo ncw bright ( in BSE) zircon 
starting from the end of the fracture; the two ends of 
the fracture seem discordant, and the bright (in BSE) 
band in between two may be new replaced zircon as 
well. The zoned structure might be misidentified as a 
finely euhedral, zoned remnant igneous core with a 
homogeneous metamorphic rim. bUllhe image shows 
several fractures starting at the rim and scaled at the 
contact with a light gray band of the core region. These 
light gray bands have some curved boundaries, e.g. 
points Q, band c of figure 2C. but mostly follow 
crystallographic directions. Most importam is the 
observation (pointd in Fig. 2C) thatlhe newly-formed 
band is euhedral and that it seals two fractures, which 
extend away from the two sides of the bright young 
band. This infillration mechanism of sealing of fractures 
was studied previously by Hartmann et al. (1997). It is 
proposed that the homogeneous medium gray portions 
arc remnant magmatic in composition, while the zoned 
bright (in SSE) ponions had their chemistry modified by 
metamorphic fluids. In this manner, the crystalline 
magmatic struclUre of the zircon may remain unchanged, 
only the chemistry was modified. Only the relarive age of 
fonnation of zircon can be determined in any specific 
crystal, commonly as medium gmy (in SSE) magmatic 
ponions and bright (in BSE) metamorphic portions. The 
absolute agedetenninations require ion microprobe isotopic 
investigations. Presumably, the two micro-structural types 
of zircon present in any single crystal corresponds to the 
two ages measured on the zircons of this rock by Leiteet 

.1. (1998). 
Crystal 4 illustrates (Figs. 3A and 3B) a core and 

rim of homogeneous dark gmy BSE signal. Between the 
two, a wide light gmy euhedml mantle is newly fom1ed. 
sealing several fractures. The mantle seals fractures in 
several places and remains overall euhcdral. 



\ 
, 

\ , 

Figure I _ BSE images and sketches of zircon crystal I. (A); cuhedruJ crystal: cOflccmric. radial and longitudinal fractures present; scaled 
fractures in severol places. such as (J: dark portions preserved in the bright region al b: al c, the bright band is close to the rim: two large 
nucleii arc present. (8): detail of (A). (C) sketch of (8). showing scaled fraclUrcs (I. b, c, d and position of profile 1. (D) and (E): detail of 

(A) and corresponding sketch. showing position of profile 2. 
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EP~A H~Y.U.Th. Pb 

Scanning and spot WOS investigations were 
performed for U, Hf and Y on crystals I, 3 and 4 to 
describe the chemistry of fracture scali ng, core 
formation and euhedral banding. In addi tion, U, Th 
and Pb were analysed in crystal 3 for the investigation 
of this geochemical system which is much used in 
geochronology. 

Profi le I in figure IC struts (Fig. IB) at the 
border of the light gray upper core (core indicated by 
arrow), passes first through a dark gray part, then a 
light gray sealed fracture, another thin dark gray region 
and ends in the border region of the lower (riangu lar 
light gray core (core indicated by arrow). There is a 
close relationship between brightness of band and 
chemistry (Fig. 4). It is well known (e.g. Hanchar & 
Miller, 1993; Hanchar & Rudnick, 1995) that intens ity 
of BSE signal is proportional to mean atomic number. 
But for the elements investigated, the light gray parts 
are consistently enriched in Y, U. while Hf is enriched 
in the dark gray part. 

Profile 2 in figure I F runs from the darker 
region (Fig. 1 D) th rough a sealed fracture, a narrow 
dark band and into the lower light gray core. The 
chemist!)' is coherent with profile I with a large increase 
in Y and U in the sealed fracture of profile 2 (Fig. 4). 
The light gray homogen ized new core is strongly 
enriched in Y and impoverished in Hf. 

Profile scannings were performed on crystal 3 
and correspond to profiles la, 2a and 3a (Figs. 2E and 
5). After repolishing, new profile scannings were 
performed approximately in the same position (profiles 
I b, 2b, 3b in figure 6). All six profile scannings start at 
the core and pass through several light and dark gray 
bands. There is an overall decrease in Y, U and Th and 
increase in Hf from the lighter gray core region to the 
darker gray outer part. Observat ion of the SSE images 
(Figs. 2C, 20 and 2E) demonstrates that this light/dark 
gray relationship is well defi ned in several profiles and 
that there is good relationship between gray-tone contrast 
and chemistry. For instance, U and Th are very high in 
the core of profile 3b, co inciding with the intense 
brightness of the SSE signal in that portion. For 
comparison, U is fairly low in the core of profile 3a and 
only reaches comparable high values (ca. 0.1 wt%) at a 
distance of 15 J..lm from the core, again coinciding with 
the brightest (in BSE) portion. Pb is mostly below detection 
limit (ca. 0.02 wt%), but it was measured in profile 3b at 
0.04 wt% in the same poSition where U reaches 0. 12 
wt% and Th increases to 0.25 wt%. 
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A thin (2-5 11m) dark (in BSE) external rim 
parallels the bright (in BSE) irregularponions that seal 
fractures between points a and b (Fig. 2C). This is a 
common feature of diffus ional processes in zircon, as 
indicated by Hanman n el al. (1997, p. 68) and Silva el 

al. (1999). 
The observed decrease in Y and U from core 

to rim is the opposite of the more common behaviour 
reported for the igneous c!),stallization processes (Silver 
& Deutsch 1963), although it does occur when 
hornblende and titanite are extracted from the liquid. 
These elements (Y, Th and U) are usually incompatible 
and (end ( 0 concemrate in the remaining liquid from 
which the outer zones of the crystal form. So docs Hf; 
Senisek & Finger (1993, p. 444) obse rved that 
"conventional magmat ic processes operating during 
gran ite formation (e.g. fractional crystalli zation, new 
magma or fluid input etc.) do not provide realistic 
mechanisms for the fractionat ion of Hf versus Y and 
U in such an oscillatory fashion in the bulk melt". We 
consider it more likely that the three clements were not 
extracted from a liquid in the proportions now observed 
on the crystal. Melts in immediate contact with the 
growing c rystal a re unlikely to have the same 
compositon as the bulk melt, but we wou ld expect the 
melts to evolve in chemically coherent manner. It is 
observed that the profiles in figures 5 and 6 are nOl 
equivalent to eac h other; if they represented 
cystal lization from a magma, they should display similar 
composi tio ns, for they are on ly twent y to fifty 
micromete rs apart. A magmatic liquid would be 
expected to show much smaller compositional variation 
over thi s short distance. In cases where the crystal 
moves in a magma, the distance between the analysed 
faces is still small. It is also expected from igneous 
crystallization processes that the part ition coefficient 
of trace elements between melt and crystal should 
oscillate in a li mited range during crystallization; the 
profiles in figures 5 and 6 illustrate this oscillation 
between 0.02 and 0.1 wt % for U, 0.02 and 0.25 wt% 
for Th, 0.4 and 1.5 wt % for Hf, 0.2 and 0.6 wt% for 
Y. This oscill ation is even more extreme in some parts 
of the profile . This fea ture is thus correctly explained 
by open· system diffusiona l processes and not by 
magmatic crystallization. 

One profile was made across the sealed fracture 
at a in cryslal4 (Figs. 3a and 3b), and the dark gray 
portions were also analysed on either side. Here the 
scaled portion is enriched in U, Y too, and even in Hf, 
although Hf is higher in the dark, outer part of the 
crystal (Fig. 7) . 



Rgure 2 -BSE iITl4,'CS of crystals 2 aOO 3. EuheJra1 crystal. showing radial and kmgiludinal fractures. and wcll dc\'clop:xl cuhedral banding: onc inclll~ion 
of apatite is present incithercrystal. In figull!S 2C. 20 and 2E. an irregular bright region is formed 'oil c and al theendof a fracturcat". extends to b.and 
then occompanics Ihccrystallogrolphic structure toW'Mds d. where the euhcdral band seals fractures. A thin dark (in BSE) band JXlI1llJels the younger bright 

(in BSE) zircon from a tob. (D): cJctail of (C). (E): location of profiles onscction seen on (0). 
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Figure 3 - BSE images of crystal 4, Euhectral crysta1. showing radial, longitudinal and trans\"ersal fractures" partly sealed. (A) and (8): a 
bright band is seen 10 part ly seal a frnclUrc on the lower right and broaden upwards until it fomlS a large euhedral mantle in the upper part 
of the gra in. 
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Figure 4 - Electron beam profiles representing the chemical distribution 
of ]-[f. li and Y in crystal l. Position of young nudeii indicllted by 
horizontal arrows: posilion of diffuse bright band - a sealed fracture -
indicated by shon venica] line. 

The above description of U and Th chemistry 
shows that the content of these elements may be 
enriched in the scaled fracture by a factor of 5 (U) or 
10 (Th) relative to the content in the dark gray parts of 
the crystal. But as the lighter gray parts become larger 
and more homogeneous. U is only enhanced by a fac tor 
of two. It seems that Y is irregularly enriched in the 
sealed fracture, but becomes Sl'rongly enhanccd (5X) 
as thc diffusion process reaches its final homogenization 
stage in the wider light gray parts. Hf is systematically 
high in the dark gray pa rts and lower in the 
homogenized light gray cores. Pb is not expected to be 
admitted into zircon from external sources because of 
its larger radius and lower charge. Therefore, high Pb 
in a few places is probably due to radioactive decay of 
U and Th over the last 700 Ma and not to introduction 
by diffusion from external sources, al though th is 
requires funher testing by isotopic techniques. 

DISCUSSION 

Differcnt approaches to zircon studies have shown 
the complex nature of this important miner.J.i (Kinny et al. 

1988; Chemiak et al. 1991; Pidgeon, 1992; Pupin. 1992; 
Williams, 1992; Lee & Tromp, 1995; RocIdick & Bevier, 
1995; Elburg 1996; Hartmannetaf .• I 997; Smith et al., 1998; 
Silva et al., 1999). The high chemical and physical stability of 
zircon -the fact that a zircon crystal can survive many tectonic 
and metamorphic events and also many cycles of erosion and 
deposition - rreans that it preserves the record of a longgeologic 
history. Clearly, the correct identification of the intemal 
sequence of events of a zircon grain is essential forthis PllfJXlSC. 

Theextemal shape and the gross imemal structure 
of zircon were extensively investigated with the optical 
microscope (e.g. Pupin, 1980). Other techniques have 
become more powerful for the understanding of complex 
crystals, and are now beginning to be used more 
in tensively. As a consequence, the condit ions of 
recrystallization or new growth of zircon are still poorly 
understood. For instance, Mattinson et af. (1996) conclude 
that "despite theabundanceof observmions ofoscillalOry wning 
in zircons, there has been no comprehensive explanation of 
its origin." The complexities of the internal structure started to 
be unravelled with the systematic use of SSE images (Van 
Breemen, 1987; Hanchar& Miller, 1993; Vavra 1990, 1994; 
Silva et aI., 1999). In view of these studies. to what extent 
can zircon be considered aclosed-system minernI? 

Seveml authors have addressed the open-system 
behaviour of zircons along fractures. For instance, 
Chakoumakos el af. (1987. p. 1558) observed that "some 
of the fractures are filled with a lT1:1.teriai with a high uranium 
and thorium concentration", and they reached a rather 
significant conclusion (p. 1559) that "the system of 
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Figure 5 . Electron beam profiles rcprcscming thc chemical distribution of Hr. U and Y in a section of crystal 3. Position of brightest band 
indicmcd by shon \'enical lines. 
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Figure 6 - Electron beam profiles repr~senling the chemical distribution ofU. Pb lind Th in a deeper section (repolished) of crystal); profile 
appmxilJUltely in the SlIme position as the profiles from figure 5. 

microfracturcs provides pathways for the addition or 
removal of uranium. thorium, and lead," Wayne & Sinha 
(1988, p. Ill) concluded that the "healing of fractures 
may have taken place during the development of 
overgrowths, as new zircon coated fTacrure surfaces and 
grain perimeters," Hcaman et al. (1990) and Hinton & 
Upton (1991, p. 3289) OOscrved allCration with formation of 
new minerals along fractures in zircon. And also, Wayne el al. 
(1992, p. 414) observed that ·· .. . narrow zones of relatively 
high Z-numocr ... crosscut the concentric zoning pattcrn of 
thc core . ... Microprobe analyses of one of the cross-cutting 
fcaturt.'S ... indicates that ilS H10z and U02 contents exceed, 
by a factor of2, me highest observed concentrations of these 
in thcoore. ThissuggCSlS thatcarly fractures incurred by large 
zircon grains, pc:rhaJEduring mylonitization. were sub;cqucnlly 
healed by a latcrgenermion ofHf-U-rich zircon." Hanchar & 
Rudnick (1995. p. 298)obscrvcd thill ;'nearly all of the zircons 
from this xenolith have what we infer to be palco-fracturing 
with subsequent nuid-assistcd filling of the frnc:turcs., and that 
. 'these filled fractures may indicate that the zircons were 
infillrated with nuids from thcsunoondingenvironment". The 
srudics of Zinger et al. (1996. p. 72) indicate that a ';new 
zircon genernrion in the lcucossorres of migmarites and wcaldy 
migmatiz.cd orthogncisscs is discernible by CL in thc fonn of 
substitutional Slructures along cracks ... ·· And Clacsson et al. 
(1997. p. 356), using high spatial resolution imaging,obsCfved 
..... an intricate pattern of increased U concentration along 
major fractures which is superimposed on the magmatic 
zonation. " In their study of Brazilian zircons, Hartmann 
etal. (1997, p. 71) concluded that ",' ,fractures may occur 
irrespective of their position in the grain. Cores may be 
fractured and sealed anywhere within a crystal, so that 
younger material may occur within the crystal regardless 
of its prior igncous or mctamorphic history," 
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Our investigations demonstrate furtherthat lhe 
aheration produced by external fluids as they percolate 
along fractures in zircon may form large new cores 
and even new euhedral bands (Table I), Actually, three 
closely-related structures were identi fied through the 
integrated useofBSE images, EPMA for Hf, Y and U 
quantification and SHRIMP iSOlopic stud ies. These 
three structures are the partial or total scaling of 
fractures by fluid infiltration, the extended fluid-aided 
diffusion of Hf, Y and U away from the fractures into 
broader regions unti l a large core is modified, and the 
fluid-aided diffusion of Y, U and Th into preferential 
bands with crystallographic control, WeproJX>Sethcrefore 
that the generation of theeuhedral banding corresponds to the 
metamorphic enhancement of the euhedral magmatic 
oscillatory zoning of the crystal, The enhancement of the 
intemal structure of high-grade loctamorphic zircon may also 
occur, bUi is less COIlUnon, for thcsecrystals are lower in U + 
Th and thcrefore less mctami(.'\ . 

::t~'l 
~:]A'l 
J~'I 

o ~ 10 ,~ 

Figure 7 . EIcctron beam JnlfiJes ~[ing Ihcchcmical distribution or 
Hr. U and Y in crisLal4. FracIW'C position indicated by short vcrtical tine, 



Zircon is a very stable mineml even under extreme 
geological conditions such as weathering, sedimenralion, 
metamorphism and even partial melting (Paterson er aI., 
1992; Williams, 1992; Vavra et al., 1996). The closure 
temperarureofzircon is usually considered close to 800DC 
(Heman & Parri sh, 1990), but it is also known (Gebauer 
& Griinenfelder, 1976) that "temperatures of at most 
350-400DC arc sufficient to open U- Pb systems of 
metamict zircons or domains within zircons", because 
the concentration of fluid phases is more imponam 
than grade of metamorphism. Metamict zircon has a 
closure temperature of only 21 ODC for a crystal of 0.1 
mm radius (Meldrum et al. (1998). Since all intenncdiate 
stages of metamictization may occur in zircons of 
different histories, the closure temperature can be seen 
as a rather variable attribute of zircons . High 
concentration of fluid phases will also enhance the 
diffusion rate of cations in zircon. 

Oscillatory magmalic zoning in igneous zircons 
may be visible in CL images but is usually absent from 
BSE images due to low contrast in content of the heavy 
elements Hf, Y, and U. Only the very high variation in 
composition from one band to another caused by the 
introduction of the clements along more defective zones 

leads to the Strong contrast in Z-number which is 
responsible for the strong intensity contrast observed 
in BSE images. In the sense of Halden & Hawthorne 
(1993, p. 1113), we consider very significant the 
"diffusion-controlled chemical feedback between the 
mineral and its environment" as a major cause of the 
strong oscillatory banding observed in many zi rcons, 
panicularly in those subjected to complex geOlogical 
events. Chemical modifications in zircons may proceed 
by diffusion inwards from the rims or outwards from 
the core as a mechanism of xenolithic zircon survival 
in crustal melts (Silva eta/.. 1999). 

Diffusion of these elements seems to be 
favoured in bands which were richer in U + Th 
originally and therefore were more defective due to 
a particle irradiation from U and Th. The ions 
probably diffused along bands by jumping from 
defect to defect in a fluid-aided diffusion process 
(Lee, 1993). Bands originally poorer in U were less 
defective and therefore had their chemistry beller 
preserved. This explains the fine euhedra! banding 
so strongly reminiscent of igneous zoning. Fluids 
responsible for the replacement were generated by 
regional metamorphism in the investigated samples. 

Table I - Sequence of events recognized in Cambaf Complex zircon crystals. 

Geological ellent Feature Ol! SSE im(lge 

1. Igneous crystallization Homogeneous crystal, dull gray in BSE 

2. a-particle damage to the lanice in U-rich Unobserved (in BSE) variably metamictized 

bands and portions bands 

3. FraclUres are generated by crystal expansion Fractures clearly observed (in BSE) 

and regional defonnation 

4. Metamorphic fluids percolate and seal Bright and/or dark U-rich paired bands 

fractures, even in the cores of some cryslals 

5. Ruid-aided diffusion of ions through the Fine euhedral bright/dark (in BSE) banding 

defective parts of the lanice, adding U, Th reminiscent of igneous zoning (enhanced 

and Y to fine oscillatory cuhedral bands structure in BSE) and bright (in BSE) 

rounded, triangular or irregular new cores 
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The presumed very low content of Y. U and Th in 
the fluid (ppb?) may have been sufficient for their 
capture and enrichment in the sea led fractures. 
younger cores and fine eu hedral bands. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Ziroons from the Neoproterozoic Cambaf Complex 
in Southernmost Brazil were studied by EPMA and SSE 
tcchniques, after SHRIMP UIPb iSOlOpie investigations. and 
show that the solid~state repl~n""Cllt by nuid~aided diffusion 
begins along fractW"es and CJ::pand.s to broad inegular parches. 
even fonningywngernucieii in son~crystals. The rcplocen-rnt 
continues along crystallographically·eontrolled bands. 
enhancing the fine igneous zoning already presenl 

In some zircons, BSE images also demonstrate 
sealing of the fractures. EPMA analyses indicate that 
the new material is enriched in Y, U and Th in most 
bands and also in Hf in a few others. Older nuclcii 
have been dated in many zircon crystal s (Williams, 
1992). But we suggest that thi s is not always the case, 
for the textural and chemical evidence in the investigated 
crystals favors the interpretation thai some nucleii arc 
younger than rims - old cores replaced by young cores 
due to diffusion of cations into zircon. The processes 
involved are related to fluid-aided diffusion of Y, U 
and Th through fractures and through defect sites in 
the lau ice. These defects originated mostly from 
alpha-recoil damage during U and Th decay. Since 
these two clements are commonly zoned in zi rcon . 
the more enriched bands will be more defec ti ve and 
liable to replacement by new material. Important 
ex perimental evidence to support the interpretation 
include the high concentration of uranium around 
sealed fractures, the occurrence of high uranium 
bands al the end of fractures and a non -symmetrical 
band zon ing unexp lained from an igneous growth of 
the crysta ls. 

In summary. our principal concl usions are : 
I. Fine euhedral banding may be fomled by 

fluid -a ided diffusion processes. wilh s imilar 
com position in both the new bands and the scaled 
fractures; 

2. Texturally younger homogeneous cores can 
be fonned by solid· state d iffusion; 

3. The modified zircon which appears bright in 
BSE images is richer in Y, U and Th and poorer in Hf: 

4. Ages of geological events in complex 
areas should only be determined after prel iminary 
SSE stud y: 

5. Fracture sealing is a common feature. 
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